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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

What is the timeline for enrollment and 

registration? 

Applications open November 15, close Feb 4. 

Then take late applications on a rolling basis. 
Families search for schools right before 

application window opens, maybe starting in 

October. For early childhood (pre-K), take 

applications and enroll all year long. 

 

What is lottery timeline? 
 

Lottery in late February, results out in early 
March. 

Are waitlists a part of the system? Yes. In early childhood, they house waitlists 

separately. In TK-12, waitlists are held in the 

system. There's a lot of movement. Waitlists 

are dynamic -- families who apply late will be 

moved up the waitlist to be with their 

enrollment priority group. 
 

Does the application system integrate with 

other systems? 

 

Yes, it integrates with Aeries (student 

information system). 

What do data flows look like? Have a pull from Aeries into application 

system at beginning of the year, pre-create 

accounts for students in transition grades. 
This includes their special education and 

newcomer status. Then we have a data flow 

from SchoolMint to Aeries after families 

accept their offers. We send back to Aeries the 

school that families accept. That is rolling as 

people accept offers from waitlist. For new 
families to OUSD, contact information and 

demographic data also flows to Aeries. We use 

an API integration. 

 

Where does registration information 

collection happen? 
 

We have recently switched this into Aeries. 

Are there any magnet/specialty programs 

with special admissions criteria? 

We have several Spanish-English dual 

language programs that have a separate 

admissions process. We have a few other 

things -- a few schools with a diversity priority 

in place, where we give priority to families who 
live in certain areas defined by Census block 

group. We have programs for newcomers and 

special education students that are done a bit 

differently. 

 

Uploads - is that for the application process 

or registration? 

For the application process. 



 

How do families find out about pre-created 

accounts? 

We message to families from within the 

system saying here's your account, we created 

it for you. Many families also create separate 
accounts. We do spend time matching kids 

who applied not using our pre-created 

account to their record in the system. 

 

What is unique identifier for students? We don't use social security. There is an 

internally-generated ID by vendor, which they 

use. If we just used our IDs, we couldn't 
capture kids new to the system. 

 

Do you do validation on address or other 

things? 

We do a lot of data cleaning before running 

lottery: address issues, duplicate 

applications, etc. 

 

Does transfers happen outside the system? Transfers happen outside the system if they're 
already enrolled in the school, unless it's still 

during the waitlist period (which goes through 

the first few weeks of school). We may have 

some flexibility over what this looks like. 

 

Desire to keep registration process in Aeries? Yes. 
 

Do you still have the Opportunity Ticket? Yes, this is an admissions priority for 

students coming out of closed schools. When 

charter schools close, those students do get 

the Opportunity Ticket. It's currently 

handled that we assign the priority manually 

and then the priority is built into the lottery 
design. 

 

Requirements around staff being able to take 

actions -- reset passwords, etc. What is role 

of school vs centralized welcome center? 

For school staff -- want them to be able to 

message families (e.g., come to open house). 

Distinction between school staff from current 

school vs school staff of school you're 
applying to. School you're applying to needs 

to be able to message families. For current 

school, staff may be helping families apply. 

Would be nice for them to be able to reset 

passwords and see if their students have 

applied. 
 

School search tool - schools can update on 

their own. What are the needs? 

In practice, most schools update their 

information once a year. Centrally we also 

update some information once a year (e.g., 

performance information, demographics). 

Schools should be able to edit their 
narrative. We only review their edits in order 

to manage translations. Not necessary for us 

to review if the translations were automatic. 

 



Manual translations we upload or google 

translation API (for school search tool)? 

Ideally, an auto-translate, with the ability to 

edit the machine-generated translation. But 

we are open. 
 

In the lottery tool requirements - what does 

weighted lottery mean? 

We don't have any weighted lottery designs 

right now. Possibility we could move towards 

that type of design. For example, families 

from certain geographic areas get a weight of 

5 -- that family gets 5 tickets in the lottery 

for every 1 ticket that other families get. We 
don't need this for launch. 

 

Dynamic priorities based on logic in the 

application - can you give an example? 

If a family (for example) said they were 

free/reduced-price lunch in the application, 

we may want them to get a priority. Right 

now, when family puts in address, they get a 
priority for the neighborhood school 

associated with that address. 

 

Bulk importing of applications -- where 

would we be importing from and what 

format? 

Probably a csv file. Example right now: for 

schools that are K-8s or 6-12s, we would like 

to pre-load applications for the students in 

5th grade and 8th grade to stay at their 
school for 6th and 9th grade. 

 

Are families added to waitlist for every school 

they ranked better than where they got an 

offer? 

 

Yes. 

If they get off waitlist, are they automatically 
enrolled? 

They have a time period to accept/reject the 
offer. Once they accept an offer that is when 

they are withdrawn from any other school 

where they may have accepted an offer. 

 

Do schools have a say in their enrollment 

priorities? 

It's all centrally determined and Board 

approved, so any changes are known in 
advance. 

 

There was a mention of supporting schools 

not visible to families - what is this? 

There are a few scenarios where this 

happens. We use this for special education 

and newcomers. Let's say a kid applies to 

Fremont High School, we see they are a 

newcomer, so then we move the kid over to 
the Fremont newcomer program. This is how 

we manage the seat reserve, but this doesn't 

have to be the solution. 

 

Is being able to message families from within 

the system necessary? 

Not necessarily upon launch. Most important 

is that schools can download a list of 
families' email addresses and/or cell phone 

numbers. 

 



Is desired alternative to email (for account 

log-in) a phone number, or what about social 

media sign-on? 
 

Social media could be an option, but we are 

mostly focused on cell phone numbers. 

Any sibling verification or rules? Yes, we have a sibling priority. We ask 

families on application for name/school of 

the sibling. One of our staff members then 

goes through and verifies. It's validated 

manually by our staff checking Aeries. 

 

What product are you using today? SchoolMint 
 

What is primary reason for doing RFP? Our contract is up. 

 

Address verification - is that happening 

already? 

Yes. Neighborhood priority is important to 

our process. 

 

Can families see which priorities they have? No, other than their neighborhood school. 

Right now, families are required to apply to 
their neighborhood schools. Could be a nice-

to-have, definitely not necessary. 

 

Do you surface information about waitlists to 

families? 

Families can see their place on the waitlist 

dynamically. We have data of historical 

information about how many families have 
gotten in off the waitlist, but it's in a different 

location (not integrated into the tool). 

 

Does that mean families can see their waitlist 

number get worse? 

Yes, this happens. Families aren't happy 

about it it and can be confusing for them. 

 

What kind of onboarding for families is 

there? 

This happens mostly outside the system. Our 

school search tool has some information. 
 

For support, you use Zendesk. What's the 

process if family is using the existing system 

and encounters an issue? 

We have a single phone number that families 

can call or text, and we have an email 

address. Any of those three ways creates a 

ticket that goes to our Student Welcome 

Center. We have a staff of ~8 that handles 
these tickets and also helps families’ in-

person. SchoolMint also has support for 

families for technical issues. System is not 

integrated with Zendesk. 

 

How are offers sent out? Offers are emails and/or texted, depending 

on contact preferences of parent. No mailed 
offers, no paper. Receiving schools see which 

students got offers to their school, and they 

are encouraged to reach out to those 

students. 

 

Is the lottery one round or multiple? We have one main round and then rolling 
offers that we make approximately every 



other week until closer to beginning of the 

year, then we make offers every week. 

 

Do we outreach to families to encourage 
them to apply to more schools? 

Not through the system, only outside the 
system from our staff members. We do also 

guarantee an offer to all students living in 

Oakland applying for grades K, 6, and 9. In 

some cases, this may mean we have to add a 

school to the family's application and give 

them an offer. 
 

Can students have more than one offer at the 

same time? 

Yes, but only after the main lottery. If a 

family applies late to 5 schools and 3 of 

those schools have space, then we would 

make offers to all 3 of those schools. But 

family can only accept one offer. If they 
accept a second one, it automatically 

withdraws the earlier acceptance. 

 

Do parents upload any personally identifiable 

information or FERPA/HIPAA-regulated 

information? 

The documents that families upload are 

address verification, birth certificate, and 

potentially an IEP. 

 

Charts and graphs related to schools - what 

are those? Does that exist today? 

We have some of this in our school search 

tool but are updating it quite a bit. We 

currently have a pie chart for ethnicity. We're 

moving to a format where there is a bar 

graph (say, for performance) and then a line 

showing the district average. 
 

Is the graph generated from data within the 

system or outside the system and then 

uploaded? 

Generated from data within the system and 

charts are dynamically created. 

 

Are the uploaded documents (e.g., birth 

certificate) part of the data flow to Aeries, or 

are they sent manually? 
 

Neither, the documents only live in the 

application system. 

Do you ever matriculate a student directly 

into Aeries? 

Yes, if a family walked in today (mid-way 

through the school year) and needed to enroll 

right now, we would enroll them directly 

through Aeries. We check their 

documentation and we keep a copy of it, but 

we don't upload it into Aeries. 
 

What's the dashboard that schools can see 

during the application process? Do they have 

a say in any ranking before the lottery? Do 

they have access to their profile in the school 

search? 

Schools can see everyone who has applied 

and where they are ranked. We don't have 

any schools that screen so no need for 

schools to be able to rank students. Schools 

can update their school profiles on their own, 
but there are some fields they cannot edit 

(e.g., demographics). 

 



Do schools have any say in the seat 

inventory? 

We manage the seat inventory centrally. 

Schools have a say in it but they can't edit 

their numbers directly in the system. 
 

Do multiple parents need to be able to be 

connected to the same kid? Are there 

workflows where there's a guardian or a case 

manager needs to administer the 

application? 

 

Currently, there's a single account log-in for 

a family. Case managers can create 

applications for families but it's fairly rare. 

Any complexity with having multiple 
addresses for a student? (e.g., if parents are 

divorced) 

Our current system captures a singular 
student address that is used for 

neighborhood priority. 

 

 


